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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the existence of multiple solutions to
various operator inclusions. The paper will be divided into two main
sections. In Section 2 we establish, by elementary means, a variety of new
fixed point results for upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.), k-set contractive (here
0k<1) maps. We were motivated in part by the papers of Gustafson
and Schmitt [5], Petryshyn [13] and Simon and Volkman [14]. Our
results in Section 2 improve, extend and complement those in [45, 89,
1214]. We then use our fixed point results in Section 3 to establish new
existence principles for differential and integral inclusions.
For the remainder of this section we gather together some definitions
and known facts. Let E be a Banach space and PB(E ) the bounded subsets
of E. The Kuratowskii measure of noncompactness is the map : : PB(E ) 
[0, ] defined by
:(X )=inf {=>0 : X .
n
i=1
Xi and diam(Xi)== ; here X # PB(E ).
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Let Z be a nonempty subset of E and F : Z  2E (here 2E denotes the
family of nonempty subsets of E ). F is called a k-set contraction if
:(F(Y ))k:(Y ) for all bounded sets Y of Z and F(Z) is bounded.
Let C be a closed convex subset of E and U an open subset of C.
Definition 1.1. K(U , C ) denotes the set of all u.s.c., k-set contractive
(here 0k<1) maps F : U  CK(C ); here CK(C ) denotes the family of
nonempty, compact, convex subsets of C and U denotes the closure of U
in C.
Remarks. (i) If F # K(U , C ) then by definition F(U ) is a subset of a
bounded set in C.
(ii) It would be possible to take maps F : U  CR(C) instead of maps
F : U  CK(C ) in Definition 1.1 (and the results of this section hold for
maps F : U  CR(C )); here CR(C ) denotes the family of nonempty,
compact, R$ subsets of C.
Definition 1.2. We let KU (U , C ) denote the maps F # K(U , C ) with
x  F(x) for x # U; here U denotes the boundary of U in C.
Definition 1.3. A map F # KU (U , C) is essential in KU (U , C ) if for
every map G # KU (U , C) with G | U=F | U we have that there exists x # U
with x # G(x). Otherwise F is inessential in KU (U , C ) i.e., there exists a
map G # KU (U , C) with G | U=F |U and x  G(x) for x # U .
Definition 1.4. Two maps F, G # KU(U , C) are homotopic in KU (U , C)
written F$G in KU (U , C ) if there exists a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here
0k<1) mapping N : U _[0, 1]  CK(C ) such that Nt(u)=N(u, t) : U 
CK(C) belongs to KU (U , C ) for each t # [0, 1] and N0=F with N1=G.
Remark. We say N : U _[0, 1]  CK(C ) is k-set contractive if :(NW )
k:(6W ) for all bounded sets WU _[0, 1] and N(U ) is a subset of a
bounded set in C; here 6 : U _[0, 1]  U is the natural projection.
Theorem 1.1 [7, 9, 11]. Let E, C and U be as above. Suppose F and G
are two maps in KU (U , C ) such that F$G in KU (U , C ). Then F is
essential in KU (U , C ) iff G is essential in KU (U , C).
In this paper we will also need the following nonlinear alternative of
LeraySchauder type [7, 9, 11] (it follows quite easily from Theorem 1.1).
Theorem 1.2. Let E, C and U be as above and let 0 # U. Suppose
F # K(U , C ). Then either
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(A1) there exists x # U with x # F(x); or
(A2) there exists u # U and * # (0, 1) with u # *F(u).
2. MULTIPLE FIXED POINTS
In this section E=(E, & }&) will be a Banach space and C a closed convex
subset of E with :u+;v # C for all :0, ;0 and u, v # C. Let \>0 with
B\=[x : x # C and &x&<\], S\=[x : x # C and &x&=\],
and of course B\ =B\ _ S\ .
Theorem 2.1. Let E and C be as above and let r, R be constants with
0<r<R. Suppose F : BR  CK(C) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here
0k<1) map and assume the following conditions hold:
x  F(x) for x # SR _ Sr (2.1)
F : Br  CK(C ) is inessential in KSr(Br , C )
(i.e., F |Br is inessential ) (2.2)
and
F : BR  CK(C ) is essential in KSR(BR , C ). (2.3)
Then F has at least one fixed point in V=[x : x # C and r<&x&<R].
Remark. It would be possible to take F : BR  CR(C) in Theorem 2.1
instead of F : BR  CK(C ). Also F k-set contractive could be replaced by F
condensing.
Proof. Suppose F has no fixed points in V. Now (2.2) implies that there
exists a u.s.c., k-set contractive map % : Br  CK(C) with % |Sr=F | Sr and
with x  %(x) for x # Br . Define the mapping 8 : BR  CK(C ) by
8(x)={F(x),%(x),
r<&x&R
&x&r.
Clearly 8 : BR  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive map and 8 has no
fixed points in BR (since % has no fixed points in Br and F has no fixed
points in V ). This contradicts the fact that F : BR  CK(C) is essential in
KSR(BR , C ). K
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Remark. There is an analogue of Theorem 2.1 for u.s.c., k-set contrac-
tive, weakly inward maps. The proof is basically the same as above (we of
course use the terminology in [8]).
Theorem 2.2. Let E, C be as above and let r, R be constants with
0<r<R. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
N : BR_[0, 1]  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1)
{map with N(x, 0)=[0] for all x # BR and such that for each t # [0, 1]we have x  N(x, t) for all x # SR
(2.4)
{H : Br_[0, 1]  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1)map such that for each t # [0, 1] we have x  H(x, t) for all x # Sr
(2.5)
H( . , 1) |Br=N( } , 1)|Br (2.6)
and
x  H(x, 0) for all x # Br . (2.7)
Then N(x, 1) has a fixed point in V=[x : x # C and r<&x&<R].
Proof. We know [7, 9, 11] that the zero map is essential in
KSR(BR , C ). Now (2.4) together with Theorem 1.1 implies
N(x, 1) : BR  CK(C ) is essential in KSR(BR , C ). (2.8)
In addition (2.7) (and also (2.5)) implies H(x, 0) is inessential in
KSr(Br , C ). This together with (2.5), (2.6) and Theorem 1.1 implies
N(x, 1)=H(x, 1) : Br  CK(C ) is inessential in KSr(Br , C ). (2.9)
Now (2.8), (2.9) (and also (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6)) imply that (2.1), (2.2),
and (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 hold with F(x)=N(x, 1). The result now follows
from Theorem 2.1. K
We now use Theorem 2.2 to establish two results which are useful from
an application viewpoint (see Section 3).
Theorem 2.3. Let E, C be as above and let r, R be constants with 0<r<R.
Suppose F : BR  CK(C) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1) map
and assume the following conditions hold:
x  *F(x) for * # [0, 1) and x # SR (2.10)
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and
there exists a v # C"[0] with x  F(x)+$v for any $>0 and x # Sr .
(2.11)
Then F has a fixed point in [x : x # C and r&x&R].
Proof. Suppose x  F(x) for x # Sr _ SR (otherwise we are finished).
Choose M>0 such that &y&M for all y # F(x) and x # Br . Now choose
$0>0 such that
&$0v&>M+r. (2.12)
Let
N( } , t)=tF( . ) and H( } , t)=F( } )+(1&t) $0v.
Now (2.10) and (2.11) (with $=(1&t) $0) imply that (2.4) and (2.5) are
satisfied. In addition (2.6) is true since N(x, 1)=F(x)=H(x, 1) for x # Br
and finally (2.12) implies (2.7) is satisfied (note H(x, 0)=F(x)+$0 v). The
result now follows from Theorem 2.2. K
In our next theorem CE will be a cone. Let \>0 with
0\=[x # E : &x&<\], E 0\=[x # E : &x&=\],
B\=[x : x # C and &x&<\] and
S\=[x : x # C and &x&=\].
Notice
B\=0\ & C and S\=C(0\ & C )=E 0\ & C.
Theorem 2.4. Let E=(E, & }&) be a Banach space, CE a cone and let
& }& be increasing with respect to C. Also r, R are constants with 0<r<R.
Suppose F : 0R & C  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1)
map and assume the following conditions hold:
&y&&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0R & C (2.13)
and
&y&>&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0r & C. (2.14)
Then F has a fixed point in C & [x # E : r&x&R].
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Remark. It is easy to prove analogues of Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3 and
Theorem 2.4 for u.s.c., k-set contractive, weakly inward maps if CE is a
cone.
Proof. Notice (2.13) implies that (2.10) is true. To see this suppose
there exists x # SR and * # [0, 1) with x # *F(x). Then there exists y # F(x)
with x=*y and so
R=&x&=|*| &y&<&y&&x&=R,
a contradiction. Also (2.14) implies that (2.11) is true. To see this suppose
there exists v # C"[0] with x # F(x)+$v for some $>0 and x # Sr . Then
there exists y # F(x) with x= y+$v. Now since & }& is increasing with
respect to C we have
&x&=&y+$v&&y&>&x&,
a contradiction. The result now follows from Theorem 2.3. K
For our next two results we will assume CE is a closed, convex,
nonempty set with :u+;v # C for all scalars :0, ;0, and u, v # C.
Theorem 2.5. Let E be a Banach space and CE a closed, convex,
nonempty set with :u+;v # C for all :0, ;0, and u, v # C. Also r, R are
constants with 0<r<R. Suppose F : BR  CK(C) is a u.s.c., k-set
contractive (here 0k<1) map and assume the following conditions hold:
x  F(x) for x # SR _ Sr (2.15)
F : Br  CK(C ) is essential in KSr(Br , C) (i.e., F |Br is essential ) (2.16)
and
F : BR  CK(C ) is inessential in KSR(BR , C). (2.17)
Then F has at least two fixed points x0 and x1 with x0 # Br and x1 # V=
[x : x # C and r<&x&<R].
Proof. We know from (2.16) that F has a fixed point in Br .
Let 9=F |V and suppose 9 : V  CK(C ) has no fixed points. Now
F : BR  CK(C ) being inessential in KSR(BR , C) means that there exists a
u.s.c., k-set contraction % : BR  CK(C ) with % |SR=F |SR and x  %(x) for
x # BR . Fix \ # (0, r) and consider the map 8 given by
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8(x)={
\
R
% \R\ x+ , &x&\
(r&\) &x&
(R&\) r&(R&r) &x&
9 \(R&\) r&(R&r) &x&(r&\)&x& x+ ,
\&x&r
9(x), r&x&R.
Notice 8 : BR  CK(C ) is well defined since if \&x&r then
r" (R&\) r&(R&r)&x&(r&\)&x& x"R.
Also 8 : BR  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (see [10]) map. In
addition
8 |SR=9 |SR=F |SR=% |SR and 8 |V =9 |V =F |V
and so 8 has no fixed points in BR (since % has no fixed points in BR and
F has no fixed points in V ).
Lets concentrate on 8 : Br  CK(C ) (i.e., 8| Br). Now
8 |Sr=9 |Sr=F |Sr
so 8 : Br  CK(C) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive map with 8 | Sr=F | Sr and 8
has no fixed points in Br . This contradicts (2.16). K
Before we use Theorem 2.5 to establish some applicable fixed point
theorems, we first recall the following result from the literature [7, 9, 11].
Theorem 2.6. Let E be a Banach space and CE a closed, convex,
subset of E with \>0 and v0 # C. Define the mapping F : B\  CK(C) by
F(x)=[v0] for x # B\ .
(i) If v0 # B\ then F is essential in KS\(B\ , C ).
(ii) If v0 # C"B\ then F is inessential in KS\(B\ , C ).
Theorem 2.7. Let E be a Banach space and CE a closed, convex,
nonempty set with :u+;v # C for all :0, ;0, and u, v # C. Also r, R are
constants with 0<r<R. Suppose F : BR  CK(C) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive
(here 0k<1) map and assume the following conditions hold:
x  *F(x) for * # [0, 1) and x # Sr (2.18)
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and
there exists a v # C"[0] with x  F(x)+$v for any $>0 and x # SR .
(2.19)
Then F has a fixed point in [x : x # C and r&x&R].
Proof. Assume x  F(x) for x # Sr _ SR (otherwise we are finished). The
result follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 once we show conditions
(2.16) and (2.17) are satisfied.
Consider the homotopy H : Br_[0, 1]  CK(C ) defined by H(x, *)=
*F(x). Notice H0=0, H1=F and so since x  F(x) on Sr we have H0 $H1
in KSr(Br , C) (this follows since H : Br_[0, 1]  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set
contractive map with Ht # KSr(Br , C ) for each t # [0, 1] since (2.18) holds).
From Theorem 2.6(i) we have that H0 : Br  CK(C ) is essential in
KSr(Br , C ) and this together with Theorem 1.1 implies F : Br  CK(C ) is
essential in KSr(Br , C ). Thus (2.16) holds.
Let $0>0 be such that
&$0v&> sup
x # SR
&y&+R for all y # F(x). (2.20)
Consider the homotopy N : BR_[0, 1]  CK(C ) defined by N(x, *)=
F(x)+*$0 v. Notice N is a u.s.c., k-set contractive map with N0=F and
N1=F+$0v. Then since (2.19) holds (for all $0 since we are assuming
x  F(x) on SR), we have
N0 $N1 in KSR(BR , C ). (2.21)
Notice (2.20) implies for * # [0, 1] and x # SR that
&$0v+*y&>R=&x& for all y # F(x).
Thus
x  *F(x)+$0v if * # [0, 1] and x # SR . (2.22)
Let G : BR  CK(C ) be the constant map G(x)=[$0 v]. Consider the
homotopy J : BR _[0, 1]  CK(C ) defined by J(x, *)=$0v+*F(x). Now
J is a u.s.c., k-set contractive map with J0=G and J1=N1 . From (2.22) we
have that
N1 $G in KSR(BR , C ). (2.23)
Now (2.21) and (2.23) imply
N0 $G in KSR(BR , C ). (2.24)
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However since G(x)=[$0v] and $0 v # C"BR (see (2.20)) we have from
Theorem 2.6(ii) that G is inessential in KSR(BR , C ). Now Theorem 1.1
implies that N0=F is inessential in KSR(BR , C ). Thus (2.17) holds. K
Theorem 2.8. Let E=(E, & }&) be a Banach space, CE a cone and let
& }& be increasing with respect to C. Also r, R are constants with 0<r<R.
Suppose F : 0R & C  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1)
map and assume the following conditions hold:
&y&>&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0R & C (2.25)
and
&y&&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0r & C. (2.26)
Then F has a fixed point in C & [x # E : r&x&R].
Proof. Notice (2.25) and (2.26) imply (2.18) and (2.19) are true (see the
ideas used in Theorem 2.4). K
We now combine some of the theorems in this section to establish the
existence of multiple fixed points.
Theorem 2.9. Let E=(E, & }&) be a Banach space, CE a cone and let
& }& be increasing with respect to C. Also r, R are constants with 0<r<R.
Suppose F : 0R & C  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive (here 0k<1)
map and assume the following conditions hold:
x  F(x) for all x # E 0r & C (2.27)
&y&>&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0R & C (2.28)
and
&y&&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0r & C. (2.29)
Then F has at least two fixed points x0 and x1 with x0 # 0r & C and
x1 # C & (0R "0r ).
Proof. Now Theorem 1.2 (note (2.29) implies x  *F(x) for all * # [0, 1)
and x # E 0r & C) implies F has a fixed point x0 # C & 0r . In fact (2.27)
implies x0 # 0r & C. Also Theorem 2.8 implies F has a fixed point x1 # C &
(0R " 0r). In fact x1 # C & (0R "0r ) (To see this note if this is not true
then x1 # C and &x1 &=r, so x1 # E 0r & C. This contradicts (2.27)). K
Theorem 2.10. Let E=(E, & }&) be a Banach space, CE a cone and
let & }& be increasing with respect to C. Also L, r, R are constants with
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0<L<r<R. Suppose F : 0R & C  CK(C ) is a u.s.c., k-set contractive
(here 0k<1) map and assume the following conditions hold:
x  F(x) for all x # E 0r & C (2.30)
&y&>&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0L & C (2.31)
&y&&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0r & C (2.32)
and
&y&>&x& for all y # F(x) and x # E 0R & C. (2.33)
Then F has at least two fixed points x0 and x1 with x0 # C & (0r "0L) and
x1 # C & (0R "0r ).
Proof. Theorem 2.4 implies that F has a fixed point x0 # C & (0r "0L).
In fact (2.30) guarantees that x0 # C & (0r"0L). Theorem 2.8 guarantees
the existence of x1 . K
3. APPLICATION
In this section the results of Section 2 are used to guarantee the existence
of twin solutions to the integral inclusion
y(t) # |
T
0
k(t, s) H(s, y(s)) ds for t # [0, T]; (3.1)
here 0<T< is fixed and k : [0, T]_[0, T]  R. Throughout this sec-
tion we assume the following conditions hold:
H : [0, T]_R  CK([0, )) with
(3.2)
H : [0, T]_(0, )  CK((0, ))
t [ H(t, x) is measurable for every x # R (3.3)
x [ H(t, x) is u.s.c. for a.e. t # [0, T] (3.4)
{for each b>0 there exists a function hb # L
1[0, T] such that
|H(t, x)|hb(t) for a.e. t # [0, T] and every x # R with |x|b
(3.5)
{for each t # [0, T], k(t, s) is measurable on [0, T] andk(t)=ess sup |k(t, s)|, 0sT, is bounded on [0, T] (3.6)
the map t [ kt is continuous from [0, T]
to L[0, T]; here kt(s)=k(t, s)
(3.7)
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k(t, s)0 for a.e. (t, s) # [0, T]_[0, T] (3.8)
{there exists g : [0, T]  (0, ) with g # C[0, T]and with k(t, s)g(s) for a.e. t # [0, T] (3.9)
{there exists $, =, 0$<=T and M, 0<M<1,with k(t, s)Mg(s) for a.e. t # [$, =] (3.10)
{ |H(t, y)|w( y) for a.e. t # [0, T] and all y # (0, );here w0 is continuous and nondecreasing on (0, ) (3.11)
there exists r>0 with
r
w(r) supt # [0, T] T0 k(t, s) ds
>1 (3.12)
{there exists { # C[$, =] with {>0 on [$, =] andwith |H(s, y)|{(s) w( y) on [$, =]_(0, ) (3.13)
and
there exists R>r with
x
w(x)
<M |
=
$
{(s) k(_, s) ds for x # [M R, R];
(3.14)
here 0_T is such that
|
=
$
{(s) k(_, s) ds= sup
t # [0, T]
|
=
$
{(s) k(t, s) ds. (3.15)
Theorem 3.1. Suppose (3.2)(3.14) hold. Then (3.1) has two solutions
y1 , y2 # C[0, T] with y10, y20 on [0, T] and with 0| y1 |0<r<
| y2 | 0R.
Remark. Here |u|0=supt # [0, T] |u(t)| for u # C[0, T].
Proof. To show (3.1) has a solution we consider the family of problems
y(t) # * |
T
0
k(t, s) H(s, y(s)) ds, t # [0, T] (3.16)*
for 0<*<1. Let y # C[0, T] be any solution of (3.16)* . Then (3.2) and
(3.8) imply y(t)0 for t # [0, T]. Let | y|0=supt # [0, T] | y(t)| so (3.11)
implies
| y(t)|w( | y|0) sup
t # [0, T]
|
T
0
k(t, s) ds for t # [0, T].
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Consequently
| y|0
w( | y|0) supt # [0, T] T0 k(t, s) ds
1. (3.17)
Now (3.12) together with (3.17) implies | y|0 {r. Thus [6, Theorem 3.6]
implies that (3.1) has a solution y1 with | y1 | 0<r (note | y1 |0r by
[6, Theorem 3.6] and | y1 |0 {r by an argument similar to the one above).
Also (3.2) and (3.8) imply y1(t)0 for t # [0, T].
To show the existence of y2 we will use Theorem 2.8. Let E=(C[0, T],
| } |0) and
K=[u # C[0, T] : u(t)0 for t # [0, T] and min
t # [$, =]
u(t)M |u|0];
(3.18)
here $, =, M are as in (3.10). Clearly K is a cone in E. Let
A : K  CK(C[0, T]) be defined by
Ay(t)=|
T
0
k(t, s) H(s, y(s)) ds. (3.19)
Now [6] guarantees that A : K  CK(C[0, T]) is a u.s.c., completely con-
tinuous map. We now show A : K  CK(K ). To see this let y # K and
u # Ay. Then there exists v # H(s, y) with u(t)=T0 k(t, s) v(s) ds. Now (3.2)
and (3.8) imply u(t)0 for t # [0, T]. Also (3.9) implies
|u(t)||
T
0
g(s) v(s) ds for t # [0, T]
and so
|u|0|
T
0
g(s) v(s) ds. (3.20)
In addition (3.10) and (3.20) imply
min
t # [$, =]
u(t)= min
t # [$, =] |
T
0
k(t, s) v(s) dsM |
T
0
g(s) v(s) dsM |u| 0 .
Thus for any y # K and u # Ay we have u # K. Consequently A : K  CK(K ).
Let
0r=[u # C[0, T]: |u| 0<r] and 0R=[u # C[0, T] : |u|0<R].
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We first show
|u|0| y|0 for all u # Ay and y # E 0r & K. (3.21)
To see this let y # E 0r & K. Then | y|0=r and y(t)0 for t # [0, T] so
y(t)r for t # [0, T]. Let u # Ay. Then (3.11) implies
|u(t)||
T
0
k(t, s) w( y(s)) ds for t # [0, T]. (3.22)
In addition (3.12) implies
w( y(s))w(r)<
r
supt # [0, T] T0 k(t, s) ds
and this together with (3.22) gives
|u(t)|<
r
supt # [0, T] T0 k(t, s) ds |
T
0
k(t, s) dsr=| y| 0
for t # [0, T], and so |u|0| y|0 for y # E 0r & K. Hence (3.21) is true.
Next we show
|u|0>| y|0 for all u # Ay and y # E 0R & K. (3.23)
To see this let y # E 0R & K so | y| 0=R and mint # [$, =] y(t)M | y|0=
MR (in particular y(t) # [MR, R] for t # [$, =]). Let u # Ay. Then there
exists v # H(s, y) with u(t)=T0 k(t, s) v(s) ds. Now (3.13) and (3.14) imply
(here _ is as in (3.15)),
u(_)=|
T
0
k(_, s) v(s) ds|
=
$
k(_, s) v(s) ds|
=
$
k(_, s) {(s) w( y(s)) ds

1
M =$ k(_, s) {(s) ds |
=
$
k(_, s) {(s) y(s) ds>
MR
M
=R=| y| 0 ,
and so |u|0>| y|0 for y # E 0R & K. Hence (3.23) is true. Now Theorem 2.8
implies A has a fixed point y2 # K & (0R " 0r) i.e., r| y2 |0R. In fact
r<| y2 | 0 (argue as in the first part of the theorem). K
We note in Theorem 3.1 that | y1 | 0 may be zero. Our next theorem
guarantees that we have two solutions y1 , y2 of (3.1) with | y1 | 0 {0 and
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| y2 | 0 {0 even if zero is also a solution of (3.1). We will assume (3.2)(3.14)
hold. In addition suppose the following is satisfied:
there exists L, 0<L<r with
x
w(x)
<M |
=
$
{(s) k(_, s) ds for x # [M L, L];
(3.24)
here _ is as in (3.15).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose (3.2)(3.14) and (3.24) hold. Then (3.1) has two
solutions y1 , y2 # C[0, T] with y10, y20 on [0, T] and with L| y1 |0
<r<| y2 | 0R.
Proof. The existence of y2 is guaranteed from Theorem 3.1. To show
the existence of y1 we will use Theorem 2.4. Let K be as in (3.18) and
A be as in (3.19). As in Theorem 3.1, A : K  CK(K ). Let
0L=[u # C[0, T] : |u| 0<L] and 0r=[u # C[0, T] : |u|0<r].
Notice (see (3.21))
|u|0| y|0 for all u # Ay and y # E 0r & K (3.25)
and its easy to see (follow the analysis used to prove (3.23)) that
|u|0>| y|0 for all u # Ay and y # E 0L & K. (3.26)
Theorem 2.4 implies A has a fixed point y1 # K & (0r "0L) i.e., L| y1 |0
r. In fact | y1 |0<r (argue as in the first part of Theorem 3.1). K
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